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New Artist: Goldroom

New Artist: Goldroom

Riding a coming-of-age chillwave curve finer than your high school sweetheart's hip
on a forever hula-hoop twirl, budding LA producer Goldroom, real name Josh
Legg, blew up SoundCloud with a gleaming Highway 1 sunset synth dream number
paying homage to the oft overlooked age of innocence by that bastard 16 with its
license and sweetness, "Fifteen." Australian starlet Chela is on vocal duties, and
summer 2012 just wouldn't have been the same without its carefree, windblown best
new artist kiss of a chorus: "We were only fifteen/floating through the slipstream:"

Legg has since revealed a few respectable notches in his belt, dropping his first EP,
Angeles, traveling the world via turntables and tearing up the remix circuit with
artists from Atlas Genius to Niki & The Dove, the pulsating latter of which has
racked up over four-million hits on the 'Tube. But for a taste of the originally arranged
chillwave future 2013 jam, chew into fellow Angeles cut "Sweetness Alive"
percolating a bit more uptempo and funk, lathered with "the luxury of you and I" dual
harmonies of Swedish twins Saint Lou Lou, and be one with the blurring of palm
tree keys whirling by:
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New Artist: Dan Croll

Best Tracks: Com Truise "Idle
Withdrawal"
One of the greatest fallacies is that
everything has to have some purpose,
meaning, or narrative behind it. In truth
few things actually do. Take this latest
new song from Com Truise: "Idle
WithdrawaRobin Thicke "Blurred Lines (Feat.
T.I. and Pharrell)"
As someone who takes music far too
seriously, I'm prone to forget that its sole
purpose is entertainment, escapism, etc.
And if there's one thing Robin Thicke's
latest new song, "Blurred Lines (Feat.

Best New Videos: MS MR
"Hurricane"
Earlier this year we brought you the video
for MS MR "Fantasy," and the New York
duo is back today with another best new
video, "Hurricane."  "Hurricane" is the
second official release off the ba

Best Tracks: Com Truise "Idle
Withdrawal"
One of the greatest fallacies is that
everything has to have some purpose,
meaning, or narrative behind it. In truth
few things actually do. Take this latest
new song from Com Truise: "Idle
Withdrawa

The BEST Harlem Shake Fails -
Ever
We here at Bitcandy have been all over
and all about the Harlem Shake meme.
Posting our favorite clips along with
Azealia Bank's god awful freestyle over
the beat.  And now we have some of the
beWTF: Breaking Bad - 1995 Style
"In an alternate universe, Breaking Bad
aired as a network family drama in 1995,”
says goestoeleven, the YouTube genius
behind “Breaking Bad - 1995 Style,” a
simultaneous homage to V
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